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Gang violence on the rise

Community concerned
City turns to gang units after recent attacks over SU's 15-year plan
Joshua Lynch
Online Editor

The Spectator

Braden VanOragt

Gang-related violence has kept Cityand County gang units busy in recent months. The King County Gang
Unit was originally disbanded in 1996, but was reinstituted late last year after several high-profile cases.
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer

an

On Jan 14., 14-year-old DeChe
Morrison's body was discovered on
a Rainier Valley Street. He had been
shot and had been dead for a number ofhours.
As relatives and friends mourned the loss of the young man,

alarming subplot developed:

the shooting may have been
gang-related.
"Gang membership, gang crime
and gang violence is surging in our
state," said Wash. State senator
Maria Cantwell in a press release
earlier this month.
Since 2001, gang-related crime
has been on a rise in the Seattle area,

increasing by roughly 5 percent
each year. In the last year alone,
a number of different high-profile
cases have occurred that police believe may have ties to gang-related
activity. The King County Sheriffs
office reported 528 cases of gangrelated crime in 2006,
a 156 percent rise from
the previous year.

University officials released
their tentative plans for the next
15 years of facilities renovations
and construction to the public
last Wednesday.
Seattle University is renewing its
Major Institution Master Plan, or
MIMR The city ofSeattle requires
major institutions such as hospitals
and universities to share their development plans with their surrounding neighborhoods in the MIME
The idea is to collaborate in order to meet the needs of the institution while minimizing die impact
on the neighborhood, said Steve
Sheppard of the city's Department
of Neighborhoods.
The process, which includes
meetings with a Community
Advisory Council and the city of
Seattle, could take two years, according to Sheppard.

Seattle U's last MIMP was adopted in September 1997. It legally
doesn't need to be renewed until
2012, but university growth has
pushed the process forward.
"We've basically built out ofthe
master plan," said Michel George,
associate vice president for Facilities
Services. "It's time to rethink it."
The university projects that it
will have 10,000full-time students
by 2028. Seattle U is looking at
almost 1.8 million square feet in
new facilities and numerous renovations in order to house most of its
undergraduates, accommodate the
need for classroom and office space
and support Division I athletics.
Another 690 parking spaces may
be added as well.
Facilities Services has kept the
majority of planned developments
on property the university already
owns while increasing the
n
amount ofgreen space on
campus, George said.
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Vets face tough transition back home
Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor
Sitting with his back against the
brick edifice of the Seattle Union
Gospel Mission, Doug, a 46 yearold U.S. Navy veteran, adjusts his
weathered military jacket against the
strong February morning wind.
"Why am I out here?" he asks
pensively between drags of his cigarette. "I guess because I don't know
how to do anything else."
Doug served in the UnitedStates
Navy from '79 to '85 and helped
forces in Iran recover hostages on
the brink of the Gulf War. He became addicted to drugs and alcohol
and received a dishonorable discharge as a result of what he calls
a clearing of "undesirables" from
the military.
"I was going AWOL a lot, missed
ship, drank and partied too much,"
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he admits. "We'd hit port in places
like Thailand and I'd just go nuts."
When someone receives a dishonorable discharge from the military, they are no longer eligible for
veteran or soldier benefits.
"I tried to file for a retrial, applied for student loans so I could
go back to school. I went to the
military chaplains, but I just got a
bad response from everyone," said
Doug. "My commanding officer
laughed when I asked if there were
resources available so I could at least
try and go back to school."
According to the National
Coalition for Homeless Veterans approximately 23 percent, or 200,000
ofthe nations homeless, have served
in the United States military. There
have never been any national records documenting die amount of
homeless veterans—much of the
statistical information gathered
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from nonprofit homeless advocate groups and urban
comes

street counts.

However, information the U.S.
Department ofVeterans Affairs has
complied is telling. Most homeless
veterans are single men from poor
communities, 45 percent suffer
from alcohol or drug dependency
and over half are mentally ill. More
than 67 percent served in the
U.S. military for over three years,
and 33 percent fought in overseas
combat zones.
While Vietnam veterans account
for a majority of these numbers,
an increasing amount of young
war veterans are becoming homeless. The Seattle Union Gospel
Mission recently stated that the
average male they serve is only 40
years old, a jump from
last year's average age
of 55.
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Ben Ficklind, of Portland, Ore., drives up to Seattle each
week for the Fast Friday events at Cai Anderson Park.
Fast Friday enables the cyclist community to socialize.
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Student arrested for marijuana
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Former U.S. ambassador illuminates
Gang-related crime
democracy in Pakistan
prompts FBI presence struggle for

B"I

don't want to say
gangs are running
wild in this city, but I
don't want to close an eye to the
issue either," Seattle Police Chief
Gil Kerlikowske told the Seattle
Times in 2006.

Seattle ranks below

comparably-sized
cities in terms of the
numbers of murders.
Seattle and King County had
virtually eradicated the presence
of strong gangs in the area during
the mid-19905. The King County
Gang Unit, which was formed in
1983 after a killing spree in the
InternationalDistrict left 13 dead,
was disbanded in 1996 after several major gang leaders were sentenced to lengthy prison sentences.
Gang-related crimes did not rise
significantly for the first five years
after the unit disbanded, but have
seen such a sharp rise in the last
five that die gang unit was given
over $400,000 by King County to
return earlier this year.
One specific area that has become a point of discussion concerning gang violence is the White
Center area ofWest Seattle. After
highly respected Sheriff's Deputy
Steve Cox was murdered in his patrol car last Julyby a suspected gang

member, gang-related violence
has been on a rise. The DeChe
Morrison shooting on Jan. 14 was
followed by the Jan. 25 murder of
Maurice Alan outside the Baltic
Room, a Capitol Hill nightclub.
Both cases are being investigated
by the gang unit.
The number of gangs in Seattle,
at least 100 according to the Seattle
Police Departments counts, has
not been restricted to smaller local
chapters. The recent emergence of
the MS-13 gang in the Northgate
area of North Seattle has caused
even greater concern. The notoriously ruthless and violent gang
that originated in Los Angeles during the early 1980s hadlitde-to-no
presence in Seattle as late as 2006,
but has gained enough ofa reputation in the area to prompt the FBI
to shadow the SPD Gang Unit.
But some point to numbers
that seem to indicate the recent
crime wave is nothing out of the
ordinary. These voices argue that
media coverage of the crime has
simply increased, instilling the fear
ofan epidemic in many residents of
Seattle. While violent crime in the
area may have risen slighdy during
2005 and 2006, overall crime rates
are at their lowest since 1968.
Seattle still ranks far below
comparably-sized cities in terms
of the numbers of murders that

each year, totaling 24 in
2007. In comparison, cities with
similar populations had anywhere between 66 and 181 ho-

occur

micides, according
Crime Blog.

to

the Seattle

"People seem to have the idea
that police should eradicate crime
completely," said a Seattle Crime
Blog contributor. "That's just
a fallacy."
Residents of Seattle have become increasingly disturbed by the
recent crime wave. Neighborhood
coalitions are forming or re-forming, and anger over a lack of legislation to address the rise in crime
is increasing among residents.
One blogger on The Stranger's
discussion board wrote: "Our
motto soon: Seattle: all the crime
of NYC—but without its transit,
ethnic diversity, arts or sunshine!"
Although 2005 and 2006
marked the first times in 15 years
that violent crime had risen in
the Seattle

area,

federal funding

for fighting gang crime has been
cut dramatically. In his newest

budget proposal, President Bush
cut funding for the Community
Oriented Policing Services, a top
contributor ro law enforcement
agencies to fight gang activity,
by 94 percent. Seattle received
just under $100,000 in support
from COPS last year, a number that is certain to drop, if not

completely disappear.

[This] is one of the

safest communities
in the nation.
Seattle Crime Blogger

The Capitol Hill community
has become especially concerned
with the rise in violence, although
it is mostly relegated to the local
club scenes. While six years ago,
clubs in Pioneer Square dealt
mostly with the presence of gang
violence, crime has become more
prevalent in neighboring communities. While almost every corner in Pioneer Square now has
a patrol car or SPD Gang Unit
members patrolling it, Capitol
Hill is only monitored by roving patrols. Those familiar with
crime rates, however, say the
presence ofpolice officers in the
specific communities is based off
of necessity.
"I would say that Capitol Hill
is one of the safest communities in the nation," said a Seattle
Crime Blog contributor, "but ever
since theShannon Harps murder,
there has been a sense of panic in
the community."

Mike can be reached at
baidl 799@seattleu.edu
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Wendy Chambeiiin, left, former ambassador to Pakistan, sits opposite SU professor Tayyab Mahmud.
Justin Najar
Staff Writer

Wendy Chamberlin, former
U.S. ambassador to Pakistan from
2001 to 2002, spoke at the Pigott
Auditorium on Wednesday, Feb.
13 to a crowd of Seattle University
students and non-affiliates from the
Seattle area.
Chamberlin is a veteran of the
Foreign Service, where she worked
from 1975 to 2004, serving in various diplomatic positions such as her
tenure as the U.S. ambassador to
Laos. From 2004 to 2006, she served
as the deputyhigh commissioner for
the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees. Currently, Chamberlin
is the president of the Middle East
Institute, an organization that
seeks to facilitate greater understanding between the U.S. and the
Middle East.
Chamberlin began the speech by
saying that most ofthe world's most
serious threats seem to converge in
Pakistan, which makes it one of
the most important countries for
the U.S. in the world. She also said
that Pakistan, with its young, unemployed, illiterate masses, is at a crossroads between chaos and a possible
future ofstability and prosperity.
While Pakistanis see themselves
as historically a constitutional democracy, the country has been under military rule for about halfof
its existence.

"Over the next several years,
Pakistan will either become the nation that the clear majority of its
people want—a modern democracy
based on constitutional lawl—or it
could implode under uncontrollable pressures and fall under autocratic rule by Islamic extremists,"
said Chamberlin.
Chamberlin said the U.S.
has misplaced its emphasis with
Pakistan by focusing on counterterrorism and the war in Afghanistan,
not the situation within Pakistan
itself. Chamberlin said it is critical
to build trust with Pakistan's diverse
peoples and to help Pakistan solve
its problems of poverty and lack
ofpolitical freedom. According to
Chamberlin, a failure to do so could

radicalize the people.
The rest of the speech was geared
toward U.S.-Pakistani relations in
the fields of counterterrorism and
the upcoming elections, in which it
appears General Pervez Musharraff,
the current president of Pakistan,
will most likely lose power.
Chamberlin describes
Musharraff's decision to support
the U.S. in the War on Terror as
"fateful." Early on, Pakistan began
arresting members of urban terrorist cells and closing safe houses
within the country, but the situation
inside Pakistan was exacerbated by
poor strategic decisions on the part
of the U.S.
Chamberlin also said the reformation of the Taliban, al-Qaeda,
and the emergence of a new group,
the Pakistani Taliban, is due to not
winning over the populations where
these groups are based.

It was interesting to
learn the different
side of the story.
Jawaher al-Dhaher
Freshman

"I think we missed an opportunity early on to win the cooperation
of the local Pakistani tribal people,
the Pashtuns, in our struggle against
al-Qaeda," said Chamberlin.
Chamberlin said winning their
support could be accomplished
by supporting the construction of
schools and clinics in these areas.
She said the Pakistanis wanted to do
this several years ago, and asked for
U.S. help, but the U.S. refused.
After the speech, Chamberlin answered questions from the audience.
The questions were written on cards
that came in pamphlets handed out
before the start of the discussion.
Several students from Seattle
University attended the speech.
Freshman Jawaher al-Dhaher, international studies and journalism
major and member of the Model
UN, was one of them, and said she

learnedhow crucial it is for the U.S.
to be on good terms with Pakistan.
She also learned about some of
the inner dynamics of Pakistan's
terrorism-related problems from
the speech.
"It was interesting to learn the
different side of the story, ofhow
the Pakistanis are helping the
U.S. government," said freshman
Jawaher al-Dhaher.
Mike Clyburn, a 2L law student
who handed out packets with information from the National Lawyers
Guild, outlining how Pakistan's
recent history affects democratic
aspects ofPakistani society, was surprised by Chamberlin's message.
"Considering that she was ambassador, and so was part of the current administration, I was surprised
by the recommendations she made
at the end of the speech, that bombs
and bullets won't solve the problem;
that we need to give them food and
schools," said Clyburn. "I agree with
those ideas, but I was surprised to
hear her say them."
The event was hosted with the
help ofthe World Affairs Council—a
non-partisan, non-profit organization that serves as a forum for international affairs based in Seattle—
and the Seattle University Model
United Nations. Professor Tayyab
Mahmud, from the School of Law,

moderated the event.
"We thought that in light of the
current situations in South Asia
and the Middle East, Ambassador
Chamberlin would be a particularly
interesting person to talk to," said
Marguerite Miller, the Director
of Development for the World
Affairs Council.
Miller said another reason for the
event was to raise the profile of the
growing international studies program at Seattle University.
"We were in contact with the
WorldAffairs Council, and we posted all the flyers for the WorldAffairs
Council, and we're hoping that we'll
be able to participate even more in
their future events on campus,"
said Downhour.

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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Apartments, renovations to accommodate predicted growth
—

J

O

Seattle University Zoning Boundary
Existing Campus Buildings

IS Streets

Seattle U currently leases the
building on the corner of 12th
Avenue and East Madison Street
to 12th & Madison Self Storage
but plans to end the lease
and renovate the building. The
building will be used to house
academic space as well as student
apartments. The MIMP says the
project will be completed in 2011.

©The

Administration building will
be renovated to include more
classrooms. The University
Advancement office will likely
be moved to another location.
The project is expected to
be completed by 2011.

OThe

Broadway Garage, a
temporary structure, will be torn
down to create a new Nursing
and Education building. The
350,000 foot structure would have
a parking garage underneath.

©A

crosswalk may be added at
10th Avenue and East Madison
Street, where many students cross
everyday near the IHOP restaurant.

©A

50,000 square foot academic
building may be constructed
in the parking lot west of the
Lemieux Library by 2011.

©The

Lemieux Library will see
renovations and the addition
of accommodations for
expanded learning facilities.
The changes are expected to
be implemented by 2010.

eA

new outward-facing entrance
off of JamesStreet will be added
to the Student Center by 2010. A
crosswalk may also span James

Street just above Logan Field where
many students cross everyday.

0

Campion Hall's renovation
should be completed by 2016.
The Campion Ballroom may
be expanded by 20,000 feet,
and its entrance will be up
to East Jefferson Street.

Field
©Logan
order

j

TjEFFERSONTf

D

Seattle U is also keep-

ing the environment
in mind, aiming to
neutralize the school's carbon

footprint.
"We're building a little on
the process," George said. "We're
the first campus in the city—if
not the nation—to have such a
sustainable plan."
Butmembers ofthe Community
Advisory Council, or CAC, have

already expressed several concerns
about the university's plans.
Many of the council's 12 members suggested future construction
needs to contribute more to the community and make the campus more
open. Several also argued against
Seattle Us plan to raise maximum
height limits in zones currendy set at
40 feet. CAC members will be given
opportunities later to make recommendations to die city concerning

will be excavated in
to put a parking garage with
855 parking spaces below ground.
A synthetic playing surface will be
put on top of the parking structure
to replace Logan's current playing
fields. The project is expected
to be completed by 2009.

the university's MIMP.
Bill Zosel, a member of the
CAC, noted the previous MIMP
"was quite an adversary process"
in which the university and community agreed on few of the

nearby households.
Sheppard said more neighbors
will become involved later.
"They'll be coming when the developments start making diem feel
uncomfortable," Zosel said.

planned developments.
But only 19 people attended
the community meeting hosted
by the university to reveal the
MIMP, despite 1,200 postcards
advertising the event being sent

ASSU representatives declined to
comment on die MIMP, citing a lack
ofknowledge about die planned developments. Kateri Schlessman, land
use planning manager, said Facilities
Services shared the Facilities Master

to

®A

retail building may also be
built on the northwest corner
of Logan Field. Its expected

completion is also 2009.

©The

parking lot at the intersection
of 12thAvenue and East Cherry
Street will be converted into a
157,000 square foot building with
student housing and ground floor
retail space. Excavation is expected
to begin before fall quarter of 2008,
and the MIMP says construction
should be completed by 2010.

©Changes

to the Connolly Center
will include the addition of new
facilities as well as renovations to
the current building. This project is
expected to be completed by 2011.

©Bellarmine

Hall is scheduled
for another renovation to
be completed in 2012.

©Forty-five

thousand square
feet of labs may be added
on to the east side of the
Bannan building by 2013.

®A

building at the corner of 12th
Avenue and East Marion Street
recently purchased by the university
will serve as a welcoming location
to the university. It is expected
that the Admissions Office will be
moved there, and the project is
expected to be completed by 2009.

®The

East Marion parking lot
by the Chapel of St. Ignatius
will be recessed farther into
the ground and a green space
will be built over it by 2019.

Plan with ASSU and the student
public in 2006. That plan was
similar to the MIMP, but several
changes have also been made.
"We try to take a lot of stuff
to the students," said Schlessman.
"We're trying to get student input
[...] but we're still looking for the
best avenues."

Joshua can be reached at
lynchji ©seattleu.edu

Student arrested on suspicion of drug dealing
Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor
On Tuesday, Jan. 29 around
8:30 p.m., sophomore business
major Gregory Nugent was confronted in his Campion dorm room
by the Seattle Police Department
and arrested under the suspicion
of marijuana possession with
intent to

sell.

Nugent was booked at King
County Jail with a bail set at
$20,000 that night. On Jan.
31, Nugent posted his bail and
was

released.

Earlier in the evening, resident
assistants walked past Campion
room 301 and detected a strong
odor of marijuana. The RAs contacted Public Safety, who entered
Nugent's room. After finding the
paraphernalia, the officers placed
the items on Nugent's desk and
called SPD.
"The way this incident was
handled was really professional,"
said Campion Residence Hall director Rachael Paul. "Everything

was

done by the book and exactly
the way we would want everyone

residence hall housing
and
agree to abide by the
agreement

to respond."

Student Code ofConduct. Widiin
die housing agreement, they relinquish their right to dorm room privacy if suspected of illegal activities
or consuming drugs and alcohol.
Public Safety reserves the right to

According to the police report
filed within the Seattle Police
Department, 22.7 grams of marijuana, or about four-fifths of an
were found in Nugent's
dorm room, kept in a large jar in
his desk drawer and in various pill
bottles found around the room.
In another jar were empty plastic zip lock bags. When searched,
SPD found two zip-lock bags full
of pills, later identified as Tramadol,
Tylenol with codeine, Clonazepam,
Methocarbamoland Alprazolan, all
of which are considered controlled
substances. The pills and marijuana
were booked as evidence.
Nugent admitted to the marijuana, but stated that he did
not know what the prescription
pills were. Also confiscated from
Nugent's room was a 3x5 card that
ounce,

documented his

monetary transac-

tions and buyer "codes."
When a student moves into
Seattle University's residence halls,

diey sign

a

enter a students

is

dorm room if diere
suspicion drug use.

There's always a spike

pn marijuana use]
during winter quarter
[...]

It's pretty common.
Rachael Paul
Campion Hall Director

Paul could not comment
on the specifics of the case, but
confirmed that Nugent has not
moved back into Campion.
Whether or not he is still attending

classes at Seattle University has not
been confirmed.
Paul admitted diat while smoking marijuana in the dorms is a
common occurrence, drug dealing
is not.
"It isn't something we see very
often, maybe once or twice a year,"
said Paul.
She has seen a spike in use during the past few months but, she
said, marijuana use in the dorms
is

especially prevalent during

winter quarter.
"There's always a spike [in marijuana use] during winter quarter.
There are lots oftheories as to why
this is: people are spending more
time inside, freshmen are getting
more acquainted to die community
and find ways of experimenting,"
said Paul. "It's pretty common."
The SPD police report stated
that Nugent had no prior criminal
record. Paul could not comment
on whether he has been in any
trouble with the university before
or written up for any violations
in the past. It is unclear whether

Nugent's roommate knew of or
participated in any illegal activities
with Nugent.
"When people are documented
for anything, we're always going to
talk to the roommate," said Paul.
"We have no idea what their relationship is like, how much someone
knows or is involved. That's why we
always talk to them, just to get any
information we can."
Paul said that the third floor
resident assistants did not hold a
general floor meeting regarding the
incident, but met with Nugent's
friends privately.
"[The RAs] have done a lot of
individual work, but not group
situations," said Paul. "They want
to make sure people who are concerned about it are getting the support diey need and are dealing widi
the situation."
The third floor RAs were contacted and both denied comment
for diis article.
Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
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House passes domestic Kinzer advocates for diplomacy,
partnership measure
not bombs in dealing with Iran
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

couples need not only these legal
rights, but also the chance to "take
on the responsibilities of marriage."

Senior Staff Writer

Friday, Feb. 15, the Washington
House of Representatives passed
a measure that would expand
Washington State's domestic partnership law, bypassing complaints
with a 62-32 vote.
"This is a tremendous step forward in our work to protect LGBT
families while we continue the fight
to secure full marriage equality in
Washington State," said Connie
Watts of Equal Rights Washington

If the bill passes, the process of ending a domestic partnership would
be changed, allowing the secretary
of state to end partnerships only in
the first five years.
Additionally, other restrictions
relating to children, real estate and
unpaid debts would also be added.
"We believe that by introducing
these bills, [we] will tell the story of
who our gay and lesbian couples are,
and that this state and this legislature
will understand the reality of our
lives and the lives of our families,"
said Murray.
To be registered as partners, couples must share a home, must not
be in a domestic relationship with
someone else and be at least 18.
The bill was contested by several members of the house, who
claimed that giving these rights to
gays undermines the meaning of
heterosexual marriages. However,
a poll conducted this January by
Stuart Elway showed that only 22
percent of Washington voters feel
that same-sex couples should have no
legal recognition. The remaining 78
percent support at least some rights
being given.
The passage of the bill was celebrated at Seattle University as well.
"Even though I'm not planning
on 'settling down any time soon, I
am still very excited that gay couples may be able to receive the same
rights as any married couple," said
Jorge Tapia, sophomore pre-major
and vice president of networking for
the Triangle Club. "It's an awesome
step forward."

Seattle University Model United
Nations welcomed Stephen Kinzer,
former New York Times foreign
correspondent and author, last
Thursday. Kinzer is touring the
country to espouse diplomacy
with Iran as the means to addressing the growth of their nuclear
weapons program.
Kinzer is an award-winning author and recently published "All the
Shah's Men," in which he contends
that if the United States had not deposed Prime Minister Mohammad
Mossadegh in 1953 and instituted
the U.S.-backed Shah, Iran would
have stayed on its course to becoming a democracy.
Carah L. Ong, Iran Policy
Analyst for the Center for Arms
Control and Non-Proliferation,
and John H. Johns, retired U.S.
Brigadier General, accompanied
Kinzer on the visit for a panel
discussion after their individual
presentations.
The speakers all responded to
plans suggested by a group of officials in the Bush administration,
including President Bush himself,
who promoted using military force
in order to stop Iran from building
up its nuclear weapons program.
According to Johns, select senior
military officers have approached
the president and threatened to quit
if the U.S. bombed Iran.
Iran's desire to fund diis program
is one ofnational pride, according
to Carah Ong. Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has tried
to unite his support for the contro-

Sara can be reached at

and the nuclear program under
one banner, Ong said, in order to
present a strong nationalist force
to the west.
She added, however, that because
Iranians can separate Americans
from the American government,
Americans must learn to do the
same for Iranians, who in and
of themselves are pro-American

Friday.
Fridays passage was also celebrated by the American Civil Liberties
in a statement on

Union.
"This measure will provide many
vital protections to same-sex couples
in committed relationships. Its passage is an exciting first step toward
the ultimate goal of marriage for
all couples," said Jennifer Shaw,
Legislative Director for the ACLU.
The measure addresses 10 major
areas where domestic partners are
not given the same rights as married
couples and, if passed by the Senate,
would give an additional 170 benefits to registered same-sex couples.
Supporters of the measure feel confident that it will pass in the Senate
and become law.
Congressman Jamie Pedersen and
Senator Edward Murray are the bill's
sponsors. Murray, one of six openly
gay members oftheWashington State
Legislature, has been supporting an
increase in gay rights for years.
"Gay and lesbian families, even
in good times, lack financial security
because we lack the basic protections
that married couples are provided,"
he said at a recent press conference
concerning the bill.
Murray explained that same-sex
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and do

not

party,

Hezbollah,

necessarily

support

Hezbollah. Ong pointed out that
the U.S., unlike Europe, has not
sold Iran out for oil and thus could
create a positive relationship with
the country.
Ong and Johns noted that
Iranians and Americans have common economic interests and both
countries want to stabilize Iraq
and Afghanistan.
"We must be cognizant that we
lose the hearts and minds of the
Iranian people by threatening invasion," said Ong.
Johns said the U.S. must not
be misled into another war like the
one it is currently fighting in Iraq.
He said the administration had
planned to topple governments in
Syria, Iran, Iraq and Jordan before
Sept. 11 and called the event a
"good excuse to go to war."
"Iran is just another stop in a
series of countries where [these neoconservative leaders] want to see a
transformation of die Middle East,"
said Ong.
Both Ong and Johns said that
economic sanctions would only isolate Iran and hurt its people. Ong

Isaac

The Spectator

Ginsberg

Stephen Kinzer, former New York Times foreign correspondent, spoke
about the adverse effects of the U.S. in Iranian politics on Feb. 14.
said current president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad is not a Hitler, Iran
is not Sudan, and sanctions are
thus inappropriate. Rather, she believes that the United States needs
to welcome Iran back into the
global community.
In 2003, then-president of Iran
Mohammad Khatami offered to negotiate the government's support for
Hezbollah and its nuclear program,
but die U.S. refused to talk.
"As a result, [the U.S. government] is like a child who takes their
ball and says they will not play unless you play by their rules," said

Johns.

[Journalists should]
comfort the afflicted

and afflict the

of showing both sides of the story,
but he did not believe that this
method hit to the heart of seeking
truth through journalism.
"The most important thing for
a journalist is that they don't become a stenographer for die people
in power," said Kinzer. "(Journalists
should] comfort the afflicted and
afflict die comforted. Foreign correspondents should be the voice of
those who have no voice."
Kinzer added diat America limits its power by only choosing to
speak in the language of force.
"In the political season now, in
order to seem tough, candidates
feel the need to support the military, and that is not tough at all,"
said Kinzer.
He called military promises "red
meat for uneducated voters" and a
military attack "an extreme form of

intellectual laziness."

journalism.
"I always had a problem with
this 'objectivity.' I felt like I had to
be objective between good and evil.
I wanted to be fair," said Kinzer.
He said there were times when

He noted that the American
public's opinion of Iran is entirely shaped by a few past images of Iran that the media plays
over and over: the 1978 start of
the Islamic Revolution in which
Iranians burned an American flag
and the scene ofAmerican hostages
in Tehran.
Kinzer thinks that the issue of
Iran is not a partisan one. "The
idea diat we could reach a negotiation witli Iran and not bomb diem
should not be a liberal viewpoint,"
he said
Kinzer, Ong and Johns advocated diat students and professors
write to local members ofCongress
and stay informed of the current
political situation. Kinzer said that
die current youdi generation can be
particularly influential in choosing
candidates who decide not to speak
in die language of force and pro-

comforted.
Stephen Kinzer

Former Foreign Correspondent
Having lived in Turkey and re-

ported on the Middle East before
the invasion of Iraq, Kinzer took
particular interest in this issue.
When the potential for invading
Iran became a topic in the news,
he realized he wanted to write
about his political convictions
without what he sees as the limits
of objective reporting that are, he
said, a requirement of American

he had to interview government of-

mote

ficials who had perpetrated crimes
against humanity in Latin America

Emily can be reached at

and get theirstatement for thesake

holtel@seattleu.edu
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CGC tackles issues large and small with passion for justice
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
The Coalition for Global
Concern is one of the oldest organizations on campus and strives to
fulfill die Jesuit mission of creating
a just and humane world. The club
focuses on a number of issues each
year and works to educate die public
dirough lectures, films, publications
and events.
"Members of die CGC all have
a sensibility about diem diat is different from anyone else I have met
at SU," said Nicole Fogerty, sophomore religious studies major. "We
care about all kinds of issues and it's
really a great group of people."
The club has chosen to tackle
many forms of oppression, as seen
in dieir work against sweatshops and
dieir concern for women's rights.
Recently, a letter signed by eight
members of the CGC discussing
dieme parties, was published in the
Jan. 30 edition ofThe Spectator. The
letter criticized a particular themed
party which, diey claimed, demoted
women to sexual objects.
The letter sparked debate among
students, faculty and staff, and has
resulted in numerous letters to
die editor presenting both sides of
die issue.
"The response we got from the
c—t [hunt] letter just shows how
much these events are needed on
campus," said Katya Ekimoto,
sophomore psychology and art
history major. "We may surround

ourselves with others who wish to
empower women, but diat doesn't
mean the majority of our school
also feels that way. We want to educate everyone on why diese issues
are important."

The CGC will address die issue
oflanguage and how it connects to
women's rights during dieir Feminist
Week

in April.

The main speaker for die week
will be Inga Muscio, audiorof "C—t:
A Declaration of Independence,"
which die club is currendy reading
togedier. The book focuses on the
power of negative words and what
can be done to empower women
and overcome sexism.
"You could probably even call it
casual feminist dieory," said Corinna
Rosendahl, senior creative writing
and women's studies major. "The
audior presents her ideas in a very
welcoming manner."
The speech will be held in the
Wyckoff Auditorium at 6:00 p.m.

24.
"Challenging male privilege—
and all kinds of privilege that are
on April

rooted in diis issue—is going to be
very positive and will hopefully allow for very important discussion,"
said Sean O'Neill, sophomore social
justice major.
Members of die CGC believe in
tackling controversial issues such as
these in order to bring about positive change. The club has already
helped bring about changes with
dieir work against sweatshops.
Last year, the CGC became

affiliated with the Designated
Suppliers Program. The program encourages universities to insure that
the suppliers of their clothing use a
defined set offair labor practices.
At the beginning of diis school
year, a report by die Worker Rights
Consortium exposed numerous
human rights abuses in a Russell
factory in Honduras, the company that makes Seatde University's
adiletic wear.

We care about all
kinds of issues.
Nicole Fogerty
Sophomore

CGC delivered a letter asking
for the school administration to
put pressure on Russell to fix diese
abuses or otherwise end dieir contract widi die company. Eventually,
Russell made positive changes at
the factory and rehired many of die
workers who had lost dieir jobs.
"It was a really great success," said
Matt Hitchman, sophomore creative
writing major. "We hope to continue to fix die problems ofsweatshop
work one step at a time."
The CGC is also working closely
with students at the University of
Washington to put on an anti-sweatshop conference for the Northwest,
which will be held in March. In
the meantime, the club strives to
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together.

"The CGC is more than a just
club, where people only meet
once a week and don't know anything about each other's lives," said
Fogerty. "We're close [...] it's more
like a family."
Club members come from diverse backgrounds, but are all united by a passion to make the world
a better place.
"I have been interested in social
justice for many years and that was
one of the main reasons I decided
to come to Seattle University in
the first place," said Patrick Rivers,
freshman international studies major. "The CGC is a great place to
become involved in the community and work toward creating a
better world."
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from CGC are in both groups and
attended the protest."
There are no leading officers in
CGC—instead the members work
together with no hierarchy and strive
for total consensus on all matters.
"A big focus for us this year has
been confronting the problems of
oppression and domination, and I
believe that our very structure goes
to show our dedication to being
egalitarian and respecting every individual," said O'Neill.
Club members meet as often as
four times a week to discuss different projects, issues or participate in

basis, both on campus and in the
Seattle community."
An issue diat is no longer a main
concern for die club, but with a long
history widiin the CGC and Seattle
University as a whole, is die School
ofAmericas.
The School of the Americas is
a combat training school for Latin
American soldiers, located at Fort
Benning, Georgia. In 2001 it was
renamed die "Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security Cooperation."
The school has been accused ofcausing and promoting die torture, rape
and assassination of thousands of
Latin Americans, and is thought
to continually undermine efforts to
stabilize the governments and societies in Latin American nations.
Each year, students from Seattle
University travel to Georgia for an
annual protest to close die military
training program. In the past the
trip has been planned and sponsored
by die CGC, but diis year a separate
group was formed for those interested in attending die protest.
"Although the groups are now
separate, we completely support what they are doing," said

M

mm

Hitchman. "Also, some members

balance its focus on large, international concerns like sweatshops with
smaller, more local issues.
"In the past, CGC has done
a lot of international solidarity
work, things outside of our immediate community," said O'Neill.
"This year we're focusing on attacking issues that are dealt with

Aaron J. Kernis
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Chilean authors share stories that shaped their identity
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Kelly Glenn
Volunteer Writer
On Valentines Day evening,

as

thousands ofpeople around Seattle
waited for tables at upscale restaurants,

her life and experiences growing
up in Chile and bring to light events
of which many Americans have
never heard. Her 2003 book "To
Mend the World: Women Reflect
on 9/11," is not about Sept. 11,
2001, as one might expect. In the
book, she shares her memories from
the events of "The other September
11," September 11, 1973, an infamous day in Chile when airplanes
dropped bombs on the capital
city, Santiago, shocking citizens
as the democratic government
was overthrown.
on

dozens ofSeattle U students,

professors and community members
entered the Pigott Auditorium for
"Chile Sin Fronteras," or "Borderless
Chile." The event brought together
three renowned female Chilean authors for an evening of poetry, short
stories and essays celebrating diversity and the power ofwords.
Emma Sepulveda, a Spanish professor at the University of Nevada,
Reno, was the first to share one
of her microcuentos, or short stories. Sepulveda, who was born in
Argentina, raised in Chile, and
currently lives in the United States,
spoke about her struggle to form
her national identity and answer the
question, "Where are you from?"
"I was born in Argentina, but I
lived almost all of my life in Chile,"
she said. "My accent is Chilean."
She admits she gets herself and
others confused when asked where
she is from, because she identifies a
part of herselfwith three different
nationalities.
J.J. Mulligan, sophomore journalism major, had a special reason
to enjoy the reading: Dr. Sepulveda
is his mother.
"It was cool seeing my mom up
there," he said. "I was pretty proud
ofher."
Sepulveda's works often reflect

I think we're all
storytellers because

we can't live in the
world of reality.
Pia Barros

Chilean Author

All three authors agreed that
personal experience such as
this can play a significant role in
their writing.
Pia Barros, the second author to present, lives in Chile
but came to Seattle for the event.
Sharing a microcuento ofher own,
she recounted memories of her
difficult childhood.
"The girl that I was is always going to be a part of who I am today,"
a

she said. "I was rich, but abandoned.
My parents were always off on trips.
I felt like I was very poor."
All the authors were alive when
the former dictator of the country,
Augusto Pinochet, violently overthrew the Chilean government and
replaced the democracy with a dictatorship in 1973. For 17years, the
people of Chile suffered through
continuous raids, executions, mysterious disappearances and torture.
The third author, Susanna
Sanchez Bravo, read from her
novel, "Espacios Condenados,"
or "Condemned Spaces," which
speaks of the pain and suffering that
Chileans experienced after 1973
Bravo was exiled in 1973 and
moved to Mexico, then Germany,
where she began writing seriously.
Maya Wernick, a freshman premed and psychology major, was
amazed at the women's stories.
"I cannot imagine being exiled
from my country, and then being
exiled again and again from the
countries that I had chosen as my
new home," she said. "It was encouraging to see they had hope that
Chile could slowly be repaired."
Although the women have all
lived through amazing ordeals, they
maintain their sense of humor.
Barros explained why she
enjoys writing some fictional
short stories.
"I think we're all storytellers because we can't live in the world of
reality—it's too vulgar and stupid,"
Barros said.

Bravo agreed. "I love my lies,"
she said. "They're much more interesting than my daily life."
The event was hosted by the
Wismer Professor for Gender
and Diversity Studies, Gabriella
Gutierrez y Muhs. As a professor
who is knowledgeable about both
gender and diversity, Gutierrez y
Muhs explained how "Chile Sin
Fronteras" incorporated gender
studies with themes of diversity.
"This is very much about gender as well," she said. "I want my
students to traverse borders, to
feel the fluidity of how permeable
we can be. I don't want them to
be stagnant."
She explained the reason for
bringing the three poets to Seattle.
"It's easy to say that a woman is
strong," she explained. "But we don't
know the depth of that strength until we meet them. I wanted to bring
to Seattle U their essence, the essence of who these women are. You
can't transport that."
Gutierrez y Muhs is deeply passionate about getting her students
involved in events such as these.
By involving students as interpreters, ushers, emcees and readers, she
hopes they, too, were able to connect with these women.
Gutierrez y Muhs also has a
personal connection to the Chilean
people. She describes a time 20
years ago when she was a student
studying in France. The people
that showed her the greatest hospitality were a group of Chilean

women she met there.
"It is within these women that
I've felt like I had a home, and that's
why I want to share themwith you,"
she said.

Kelly can be reached at
glennk@seattleu.edu

The Steven Klein Company

www.stevenklein.com

Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of 5995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
-

Special Events Internship
Interim Community Development Association
Interim Community Development Association (ICDA), a nonprofit organization supporting affordable housing, community and
economic development in Seattle's International District is looking
for interns for their Fund Development Department. The special
events intern will assist in the overall planning and implementation
of the major fundraising event for ICDA. The intern will perform
and gain experience in: special events coordination, volunteer
development, procurement, marketing, and public relations.
Qualified candidates will possess a professional, service oriented
attitude and is energetic, punctual and dependable. They should
have strong organizational skills, ability to work independently,
good interpersonal communication skills, strong planning and
analytical skills and must be dependable and flexible.

Interns are required to work a minimum of
10-15 hours per week. ICDA can be flexible
concerning the number of hours and the
design of your internship. This is an UNPAID
internship. Please send a cover letter and
resume to Stephen Elaimy:

Survey will be available in your
email on
Tuesday, February 19th, 2008

Take your chance to evaluate many aspects
of the University and tell ASSU, GSC, and
SBA what you like and don't like!

selaimy@interimicda.org
U

Sponsored by: ASSU, GSC, and SBA
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The post-war strugg
Mental healthcare lies on shoulders of comrades
Emily Holt

Senior Staff Writer

With

an increasing number
of Iraq and Afghanistan
war veterans trickling
through the healthcare system, the
treatment of these veterans has fallen
under scrutiny.
The practical day to day concerns of veterans primarily center
on mental health issues such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
and depression.
Chanan Suarezdiaz, who served
in Iraq, went to the VA on Beacon
Hill to receive compensation
and treatment for back injuries
and PTSD.

"My physicians helped me out
a lot, but there are a lot of other
veterans who still need help,"
said Suarezdiaz.
He criticized the Bush administration for slashing veterans' funds
since the beginning of the war.
"We [developed] advance medical treatment after Vietnam, so
many veterans survive physical
injuries, but many don't survive
PTSD," said Suarezdiaz. "There is a
long bureaucratic process [to receive
healthcare] after getting out ofwar.
A lot of veterans get frustrated by the
process and don't go anymore."
One ofSuarezdiaz's friends in Iraq
Veterans Against the War (IVAW)
recently committed suicide because
she could not handle her PTSD.
"Even though Senator Murray
has been trying to increase benefits
for veterans in Washington, the government is still funding the occupation of Iraq," said Suarezdiaz.

Senator Murray (D Wa.) visited die Veterans Hospital on Beacon
Hill in June following a routine Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations survey in
May 2007 to assess concerns identified by the commission.
According to Rachel Wiebe, assistant director ofquality improvement
at the VA hospital, a Preliminary
Denial ofAccreditation was issued at
the conclusion of the survey due to
surveyor perceptions of inadequate
identification of patients at risk for
suicide and risks in the patient room
environments in psychiatric wards.
-

[We are] our own
support system.
Chanan Suarezdiaz
Iraq Veteran
These environmental risks included unsecured objects, such as
exposed fire extinguishers and loose
cords, around the facilities drat posed
suicide risks to at-risk patients.
Murray obtained a copy of the
commission's findings that said that
VA officials knew in February that
suicidal patients could use several
room fixtures to hang themselves,
but "rejected that these were viable
risks and elected not to correct."
During her tour of die hospital
Murray is reported to have frequently asked VA officials to let her know
if diey needed more money.
"What happened in those four
months?" Murray asked her tour

guides, as reported by theAssociated
Press. "Can I be absolutely blunt? I
heard it wasn't a resources issue...lt
was a lack of leadership issue."
However, according to Wiebe,
Murray left satisfied that the
problems were in the process of
being assessed.
"The Senator's visit was welcome
support, but did not impact our
plans or actions in response to the
Joint Commission which were well
underway at that time including
new assessment practices and ward
construction projects," said Wiebe.
Wiebe emphasized that the
Preliminary Denial ofAccreditation
was removed in July and that the entire VA Puget Sound Health Care
System is fully accredited by the
Joint Commission.
While VA officials have addressed
the immediate concerns ofhospital
safety, veterans still struggle to find
proper means ofhandling PTSD
and depression.
Suarezdiaz received medicine
for his PTSD from the hospital but
stopped taking it when it "made him
feel like a zombie."
According to Dr. Scon Michael,
a psychologist specializing in PTSD
diagnosis and therapy, patients
sometimes receive anti-depressants,
such as Prozac or Zoloft, as first-line
treatment agents, which he said have
proven effective.
"Psychotherapy has more often
shown evidence of effectiveness
for treatment of the disorder, especially [...] with chronic PTSD,"
said Michael.
According to Michael, the
Institute of Medicine (IOM)

Clara Ganey

conducted a thorough assessment of treatments for PTSD over
the last year at the request of the
Department of Veterans Affairs.
Because the criteria for assessment
was so strict, he said that the only
treatments that met their standards were the therapies which
focus on helping patients tell their
trauma stories.
"No psychiatric medication demonstrated sufficient evidence at this
time to meet the lOM standard,"
said Michael. He added that some
medications may meet that standard
in time after more research.
Regardless ofthe effectiveness of
varying treatment plans, some veterans opt out ofindividual therapy or
medicinal aid for personal reasons.
Dominic Ayala, a 24-yearold former marine who served in
Iraq for four years went to a few
group meetings with Iraq and
Afghanistan war veterans at the VA

Iraq

hospital

in San Francisco.
He said that meeting with other
veterans can be better than familial support or individual therapy
because people cannot really understand veterans' personal issues
without being in war. He still talks
to the Marines who he trained and
served with.
Suarezdiaz also attended a group
session as recommended for treating
his PTSD, but he felt uncomfortable
talking in such groups.
"My therapy has been from
going to events and speaking out
[against the war] and my friends
in the Seattle chapter of IVAW,"
said Suarezdiaz. "We have all been
through the same stuff, so it's about
creating a community of recent
Iraqi veterans. [We are] our own
support

system."

Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu

veteran

Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer

In

promotes

increasingly unpopular with the
U.S. military. Suarezdiaz describes

the relationship between the mili2004, Chanan Suarezdiaz was tary and the IVAW as "anemic

deployed to Iraq. The Naval and non-existent."
One of the principle beliefs of
the organization is that, for the occupation to end, there needs to be
a social movement that includes
resistance by active troops, an idea
that is obviously not popular with
those who rely on active troops to
conduct a war,
"The longer this continues, the
more and more soldiers are going
to get pissed off at what is going
on," says Suarezdiaz. "The military is against IVAW because they
don't want soldiers questioning
their orders."
While ending the occupation in
Iraq is at the forefront of the presidential races, Suarezdiaz says he's
less than hopeful a change in leadership will result in any meaningful
action. While optimism for a withSeattle chapter.
drawal peaked when Democrats
whole
time
took
back the House and Senate
"Throughout my
in
2006,
was
to
what
concrete plans to remove
in Iraq, I
opposed
was going on," says Suarezdiaz. troops from Iraq have stalled.
"Rhetoric only does so much,"
"Through that experience, I was
led to activism."
says Suarezdiaz.
The IVAW has become an
Suarezdiaz also emphasized
increasingly popular organiza- that he sees the issue of the
tion amongst veterans —and war worsening.

corpsman was already opposed
to the occupation of Iraq, but what
he saw there cemented his feelings
that the human costs of the war far
outweighed any positives.
"I saw people who were just
trying to live a normal life getting
killed everyday," says Suarezdiaz.
After being wounded by an
RPG that hit the back ofhis humvee, sending shrapnel into his back,
Suarezdiaz was introduced to the
organization Iraq Veterans Against
the War by a former drama teacher.
Although a firm opponent to the
war, Suarezdiaz chose to finish
his last year in the military. After
completing his time, Suarezdiaz relocated to Seattle and quickly became involved in the IVAW, eventually becoming president of the

The Spectator

National Defense Service Medal

Afghanistan Campaign Medal

Iraq Campaign Medal

The National Defense Service Medal was awarded for honorable active service for any

Authorized to be awarded to soldiers who deploy to Afghanistan in direct support
of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) on or after Oct. 24, 2001 for a duration to be
determined or until the cessation of OEF. The area of eligibility encompasses all land
area and all air space above the land of the country of Afghanistan.

Authorized to be awarded to soldiers wt*

Iraqi Freedom (OIF) on or after Marctti 1
until the cessation of OIF. The area of
contiguous water area out to 12 nautical
<

period between June 27, 1950 and July 27, 1954; between Jan. 1, 1961 and Aug.
14,1974; between Aug. 2 1990 and Nov. 30,1995 and between Sept. 11,2001 and
a closing date to be determined.

above the designated area.
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Lauren Padgett

Doug, a 46-year-old Gulf War veteran, has been homeless for the past seven years. He tried to utilize VA services, but after receiving a dishonorable discharge was ineligible for any
support. One in three homeless men are veterans and advocates worry that already-strained resources will not support the new wave of Iraq and Afghanistan war veterans.

Homeless veteran population on the rise
"It's only a matter oftime before
the country explodes in resistance,"
says Suarezdiaz.
The IVAW has become involved
in active-duty outreach through a
series of concerts and events that
promote awareness for active-duty
soldiers that an organization exists
to help voice their opposition.
"We're trying to reach out to
the active-duty community at Fort
Lewis and penetrate through the
isolation that a lot ofG.I. s at Fort
Lewis feel," says Suarezdiaz.
Suarezdiaz also stressed the idea
of students reaching out to the
millions of veterans that are part

of college campuses around the
nation. His hopes of any form of
government putting an end to the
war have fizzled. Suarezdiaz feels
that only a grass-roots social movement vocally opposing the war will
bring change.
"Fundamentally, I think it's going to take a social movement to
end the occupation of Iraq and
Afghanistan," says Suarezdiaz.
"And right now, there's not that
much movement going on in the
struggle. But building movements

doesn't happen overnight."
Mike can be reached at

DWhen

it comes to home- Program of King County. "Now,
less veterans who served with body armor, heavy equipment
during the recent war and medical advances, soldiers are
on terrorism in countries like Iraq actually living through bomb exand Afghanistan, the numbers are plosions. The brain can only take
even harder to calculate. A watch- so many traumas."
Upon returning from active
dog resource group, U.S. Vets,
stated that 1,000 individuals who duty, veterans undergo a physical
served in Iraq and Afghanistan are and psychological assessment. Those
now homeless.
with PTSD are graded on a scale of
Joel Estey, program manager 10 to 100 percent to be eligible for
of the Veterans' Program of King veteran's benefits through the VA.
County, says that a lot ofthe young- Those with 10 percent PTSD are
er veterans he encounters were in not eligible for the same benefits
the National Reserves—people who that someone with 100 percent
left established jobs and families to PTSD, for example. According to
fight overseas for extended tours of the scale, someone with up to 50
duty. When the soldiers returned percent PTSD should still be able
home, many found it hard to adjust to work and reorient themselves in
to civilian life and were unsuited the community.
However, Estey emphasized evfor jobs they held before, or the job
wasn't waiting for them when they ery reward or monetary allotment
returned. As many family mem- was given on a case by case basis.
bers of soldiers have attested, the
While PTSD shows itself in
veterans simply become different unique and often underlying or
people, which, according to Estey, immeasurable ways, the Veteran's
can be a result of post-traumatic Program only offers up to a year
stress disorder (PTSD) or intense of aide, on average. Oftentimes,
brain trauma.
money is given in a lump sum,
"With growing technology rather than in continual aide.
comes more uncertainty about the
"Everything depends on eligimental and physical recoveries of bility, and not given on a month to
recent veterans," said Joel Estey, month basis," explained Estey.
Oftentimes, Estey explained
program manager of the Veterans'

that they could only refer someone
another resource facility, to help
pay for electricity bills or buy groceries, for example. Veterans often
need the personal motivation to get
help, which Estey explained can be
to

challenging, especially considering
the effects of depression and PTSD.
Transitioning from a combat zone
to civilian life is difficult and the
resources are only available when

utilized properly.

Soldiers are actually

living through bomb
explosions. The
brain can only take

so many traumas.
Joel Estey
Veterans' Program Manager

as the overseas battles
rage on. Many factors of U.S. life,
including increased housing costs,
poor economy and inadequate
mental or medical treatment, factor into the new face of homeless vets. But one thing is sureAmerica has changed its outlook
on treatment of veterans since the
Vietnam War. More resources are
available for veterans than any other time in U.S. history, with many
groups and advocates willing to
help soldiers reorient themselves
into civilian life.
Outside the Union Gospel
Mission, Doug remains hopeful
that he can get back on his feet
someday. An intelligent, well-spoken and lucid man, he is working
on himself daily. But, Doug admits
it's hard for him to live a "normal" life, because he's been living
voluntarily on the streets since he
was 7 years old.
"I just wanted to stay out as
much as I could, but I guess eventually it all caught up with me, this
lifestyle I chose for myself," he said.
"But I don't want to die out here. I
don't want to die like this."

significantly

—

"We are able to meet their
needs, but not at all if they don't
engage the services," said Estey.
While homeless Iraq war veterans are a new trend and the Lauren can be reached at
numbers are small, they are rising padgettl@seattleu.edu

baldl799@seattleu.eciu

lal

Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal Global War on Terrorism Service Medal

who deploy to Iraq in direct support of Operation
dti if9, 2003 for a duration to be determined or

Authorized to be awarded to soldiers who deploy abroad for service in the Global War

of aligibiltty encompasses all land area and the
:ical miles off the country of Iraq, and all air space

on Terrorism Operations on or after Sept. 11, 2001 for a duration to be determined.
meda|s

decoratjons js avai(ab|e

at

Authorized to be awarded to soldiers who have participated in or served in support of
Global War on Terrorism Operations outside the designated areas of eligibility (AOE)
the Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal, on or after Sept. 11, 2001 for
a duratlon t0 be determined.
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Local muralists paint the town more than red

Thursday, February 21

Greta Stickney
VolunteerWriter

Sia
8 p.m.
Showbox, $18, 21+
Friday, February 22
These Arms Are Snakes
8 p.m.
El Corazon, $12

Saturday, February 23

Every Time I Die,
The Bled
7 p.m.
El Corazon, $20
The Hives, The Donnas
8 p.m.
Showbox SoDo, $20
Cobblestone Jazz
9 p.m.

Nectar, $12, 21+
Sean Hayes, lan McFeron
Band
7 p.m.
High Dive, $9, 21+
Sierra Leone's Refugee
All Stars
8 p.m.
Moore Theatre, $25
Mountain Goats

8 p.m.
Neumos, $16, 21+

Monday, February 25

Lifehouse, Matt
Nathanson
6 p.m.
Showbox SODO, $25

Tuesday, February 26

Mstrkrft, L.A. Riots
8 p.m.
Neumos, $13

Their art does not hang in a galnor is it portable. It is much
too big for that, and too reluctant
to leave its birthplace.
Matamuros is a muralist group
consisting of Zachaty Bohnenkamp,
Abraham Mong, Jill Rothenberger
and Kevin Sullivan. They like to
think of themselves as "wall killers," which is the literal definition of
their Spanish moniker. Since July of
2007, the artists have painted four
different large-scale murals on the
walls of various small businesses in
Seattle, including the Sugar Shack
Baking Company, Sal's Barbershop,
Short Stop Espresso and Noc on
Wood Studios.
While each is its own unique
creation, every mural is full of intense color and design, depicting
anything from Jimi Hendrix to
floating pandas. Mixing fantasy
with often harsh reality is the style
of Matamuros.
"It's not all just pretty rainbows
and idyllic stuff; we have some complex things, some stuff that's kind
of gritty.. .we don't want to paint
a false reality," says 27-year-old

lery,

Rothenberger.
Matamuros didn't

officially begroup until last July, but
the idea sparked from a project
that Rothenberger organized five
years ago. From 2003 to 2004,
she managed a city grant that
would allow 36 volunteer artists to cover the underpass on the
Northeast Campus Parkway near
the University of Washington with
a collaborative mural. She, Mong,
and Bohnenkamp were three of the
artists working on the mural that
now spans over a thousand feet.
The project proved to be a
challenge, from the extremely low
budget of $1600 and the fact that
it was being threatened by state officials who didn't want the mural
come a

to

happen.

"It was kind oflike seeing a child
be put through the court system or
something," Rothenberger said.

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

.

The members of Matamuros are responsible for the colorful murals pictured on the backpage.
"You're just like, 'Oh my god, oh
my god, oh my god'—and then the
child survives."
The mural would be threatened
again, this time because of lax enforcement on city anti-graffiti code
and poor maintenance.' Eventually
Mong and Bohnenkamp repainted
the entire underpass with little financial support from city officials.
"Me and Zach redid it all
with very little money, just to
make it clear that this is ours,"

Mong

states.

That project became inspiration
for the formation of Matamuros.
"If I hadn't worked on that piece,
I don't even know if I would've gotten the bug," Bohnenkamp said.
While the underpass project
took a few years to fully complete,
the murals that Matamuros paints
now take around a week, depending
on the size of the wall. But there's
more to it than just painting.
"The feeling of painting a mural, the process of it, it's like giving birth. You're crazy anxious,"
says Mong.
In addition to gathering supplies, the wall has to be prepared so

that the mural will last for a long
time, with considerations for the

weather. All of these preparations
quality piece of art that
will last for years to come. However,
Matamuros doesn't take the same
approach with their designs, allowing the murals to develop and surprise everyone in the end.
This is largely due to the fact that
there are multiple artists working
together to create a single piece of
art. Each person comes with their
own talents and ideas for the mural,
and the others allow them to develop their own perspective of what
amount to a

they want

to create.

However, just like any other
group of artists, they have their artistic differences at times. But in the
end, the members agree that at the
end of the day, they just want to
make good murals.
"Whatever's best for the wall,"
adds Bohnenkamp.
The clients of Matamuros have
different levels of input on what
they want, but the group makes it
clear that they are nobody's creative
slaves. Occasionally, Matamuros
will get a client who wants too

much control over the mural.
"If they don't want original
work, then we're not going to do
it," says Rothenberger.
This seems to translate well into
their client base. Garrett Riley, owner of the Shortstop Espresso, is one
of the mostly-happy customers.
"Let's just say I love three quarters of it. There's a section that I
don't like, but you can't please everyone, right?" Riley said.
Sugar Shack owner Heather
Pirtle's a big fan as well. Her business has doubled since Matamuros
painted a mural there.
Keeping with the true spirit of
muralism, Matamuros wants their
work to express a variety ofideas to
a diverse mix of people.
"We the freedom to let our message be heard," Bohnenkamp said.
Interested in seeing some of their work?
The Sugar Shack Baking Company in
Lakeview will be hosting individual and
collaborative artwork by Matamuros all
through the month of April.

Greta can be reached at
stickney@seattleu.edu

Seattle hip-hop stars return to the rainy city
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
The Seattle hip-hop scene lost
one of its most beloved figures and
one of its rising stars last year, when
Ricky Pharoe and Mr. Xquisit decided to leave the underground status ofSeattle for the possible mainstream success ofLos Angeles.
The move came after Ricky, aka
Dave Burke, came to a crossroads
in Seattle. He had established himself as a heavyweight in the local
scene, but essentially reached his
highest point.
"I could definitely bring more
people to a show in Seattle than I
could in L.A.," says Burke. "But if
I feel if I had put the time in I did
in Seattle in L.A., I'd be a hundred

now."
So Burke and Chamberlain decided to make the move. Armed
with little else than a place to stay
and a head of ambition, the two
uprooted and moved to the city
that acts as the hotbed of west
steps ahead right

coast

hip-hop.

Now one of those two has decided to make a homecoming. Ricky
Pharoe, will be leaving the pollution
ofLos Angeles to return to the gray
skies ofSeattle for a short time.
After selling an unprecedented
4,000 copies of his first CD simply
through old school street hustling,
and receiving a glowing review on
hip-hop juggernaut allhiphop.com,
Burke thought the time was right to
take a shot at the big time.
"A lot of people disregard

Seattle," says Burke. "No one's going to Seattle looking for the next

in Seattle. Despite the firm opinion held by most artists in the area

big hip-hop star."

that Seattle will one day blow up
national level, Pharoe saw the
opposite, as the same fans showed
up to shows and the same people
bought his CD. His return to the
emerald city is only temporary, as
he hopes to record some ofhis next
album and work with his partner
in crime, Tru ID. The duo teamed
up on an album that dropped last
summer and hope now to expand
their sound, as Tru ID, has begun to
branch into the producing realm.
"He's been around so many producers for so long, I don't think it's
going to sound like its fresh out of
the womb stuff," says Burke.
Xquisit has decided that the
Los Angeles scene fits his more

The move was less ofa shock for
Xquisit, aka Kamoore Chamberlain.
The Jamaican born, Seattle raised
MC spent four years at Occidental
College in Los Angeles before moving back to Seattle to take a job at
Yellow Book USA. Chamberlain
had just dropped his debut fulllength "Hypnotix Music," when
he decided to make the move.
"I wanted to move back for
the culture and the environment,"
says Chamberlain. "Being born in
Jamaica, the sun is also very important to me."
Pharoe left after reaching the
conclusion that mainstream success was only a dream if he stayed

on a

west coast style. Although he has
been rapping for over five years,
his style only really started to come
together when he started working with Pharoe and others in the
Seattle scene.
"I've learned so much from
watching Ricky that it didn't
make sense to stay in Seattle," says
Xquisit.
Although both are working
on writing their next albums, the
pair says for fans not to expect

anything

soon.

"At this point, I'm going to
make an album that's for me," says
Pharoe. "So don't expect anything
for a couple of years.
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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SPOTS ON THE HILL Seattle finds its 'Boom'
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

Seattle is known for the cultural
diversity in its eating options, but
the average college kid on the Hill
can still get discouraged trying to
find die "audientic" meal to satisfy

one's appetite. Furthermore, dianks
Seatde's inflated economy, many
of die more reputable and delicious
restaurants on Capitol Hill leave
students short on cash.
Fortunately Boom Noodle, a
newer restaurant at 1121 East Pike
St., provides students with a quick,
relatively inexpensive and, most importantly, delicious menu diat will
quench the diirst any student might
have for Japanese cuisine.
Boom Noodle was brought
to Seattle by the same entrepreneurs who started the famous
Blue C Sushi.
They take their name from a
popular colloquial term in Japan:
"my boom" roughly means "the
thing I am currently obsessed
with." As their menu illustrates,
quality Japanese noodle cuisine is
dieir "boom."
Fortunately in die case of Boom
Noodle, quality and cost do not go
to

hand in hand; only three items on
the menu cost above $10, and the
portions are colossal.
Boom Noodle's menu is wonderfully diverse and refreshing and
delivered in mere minutes after
being ordered.
Offering vegetarian and omnivorous meal options in both hot
and cold varieties, Boom's cuisine
condenses the history of Japanese
dining culture into a comely, three
page menu. Their chilled zaru
noodle dish brings authenticity
straight to the customer, delivered
on a wooden mat diat instandy calls
for die consumers to reminisce over

traditional culture.
For those who are craving a
meatier, more modern Japanese
treat, the yaki udon is a delightful
chicken dish of gargantuan proportions that blends the taste of
traditionally marinated chicken
with a perfect texturing of spices

and vegetables.
In addition to its delicious confections, Boom Noodle offers a delightful and casual atmosphere diat
can't be beat. The customers are
seated informally in dieir respective
groups on sprawling, communal tables, encouraging social interaction

and informality. This sort of person placement recalls traditional
Japanese dining, where communal

gatherings are commonplace.
Boom also

caters to kids with a
for
children ages 10
special
and under. These child choices are
botli practical and traditional; parents can get their little ones started
on international cuisine early by
letting them feast on chicken teriyaki, fried tofu, pork dumplings
and more.
For the of-age crowd, Boom
Noodle offers a vast selection of
drinks, all with a Japanese bent.
Happy hour occurs every day from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. and from 10 p.m. to
close, widi cheap eats under $6, inexpensive sake bombs, a long list of
reduced-price cocktails and more.
Boom Noodle offers a delicious smattering of authentic food
to their customers, and is a must
try for anyone into Japanese cuisine. Be advised, however; like any
popular Pike Street eatery, parking
can be tricky to find. Ifyou're a student, it's recommended you trek
there on foot.
menu

martellm@seattleu.edu

Alex Girma
Staff Writer

together on Feb. 22 for
Seattle University's annual Battle of
come

cohesive."
SEAC included a wide variety
ofmusical styles from the bands in
their lineup, including Man Party,
an electronic band, The Neckers, an
acoustic/folk band, The Revelators,
a blues rock band, andThe Raggedy
Anns, a pop/gypsy swing band.
"We listen to all of the bandsand
we rate them on a scale of how they
sound and the quality of the music and the overall aesthetics," said
Cunningham. "But we also try to
listen past their personal presences
and listen to which group has the
best sound."
Brock Huntington of the
Battlenose Koffins gives his off-kilter preview ofhow the competition

Boom Noodle, a new resturant on 12th Avenue and Pike Street features a traditional Japenese style of communal dinning.

Audio Input:

Menomena magic

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
forms to effectively promote
and produce. In addition to the
demands ofmost record labels that
bands are faced with, distribution
hinges on something the typical
music maker finds foreign: cover
art. Intriguing artwork can sell
as many copies of a record as its
music can, and finding a balance
art

between these two aesthetics can
often be difficult.
Portland, Ore.'s Menomena
is one of the few bands in recent

A variety of musical acts will

event

The Spectator

Music is one of the trickiest
Matthew can be reached at

SEAC's 'Band Wars' strikes back

the Bands.
The Battle of the Bands is a yearly competition of six to eight bands
from Seattle U judged by people
from the Seattle music scene. Each
band will be allowed to play a one
song set, with a setup and tear down
for each of them. The event is hosted
and sposored by SEAC and KSUB
and will feature DJs, movie clips and
raffle prizes.
This year's theme is dubbed
"Band Wars," modeled after Star
Wars, a theme that Battle of the
Bands chair Kaitrin Cunningham,
a senior French and English major,
picked over the summer. While her
motivation for picking this as the
theme is somewhat ambiguous, she
feels that it is the perfect theme to
make the event enjoyable.
"I just really like Star Wars,"
said Cunningham."Last year was
'80s movies-themed; I thought that
Stars Wars could be an overarching theme that would make the

Isaac Ginsberg

musical history

to

have mastered

bom sides ofthe musical marketing paradigm. Their last album
"Friend And Foe" (Barsuk, 2007)
was as incredible for its packaging
as it was for its music.
The CD itself features a bizarre
grayscale collage of distorted, ani-

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

The Nude's Donnie Stockwell, left, and lan Hogen, right, and their
drummer, Chris Dickhute practice in the Campion music room.
should look this year.
"Typically your run-of-the mill
"battle of the bands" is no picnic at Huntington Beach," said
Huntington, who plays fender
bass and describes his band's music style as "Reverb Soaked Gojira
Rock." "Hearts are trampled, egos
are smashed, and audiences are left
wildly indifferent to what they've
witnessed. The Bottlenose Koffins
are here to vanquish die negativity
as well as the competition."
During past years, the winners of the battle have received an
amount of recording time ranging
from $125 to $500. Cunningham
decided to change diat trend this
year however, due to the fact that

the minimal amount of recording
time offered is not enough to record
a quality track.
While Cunningham is still deliberating over what the new grand
prize should be, bands are happy for
the experience and exposure.
"It's a nice opportunity for young
bands to play in front crowds that
they wouldn't be likely to draw on
their own," said guitarist Andrew
Zelman ofMan Party, who has been
playing in the battle of the Bands
for the past three years. "It's a good
time, and performing anywhere is
always a great feeling.
Alex can be reached at
gimna@seattleu.edu

mated faces speech-bubbling out
song titles on the record. The Oner
notes are frustratingly devoid of
lyrics, but for good reason; they
too are a collage of color and chaos, and can be folded four different ways to display four differently
colored permutations of a primary
theme. The holes in the liner notes
correspond to the song names on
the disc itself, which can be rotated
in the case to shift the visuals displayed on the cover. And when it's
in your CD player (which it will be
constantly), the backdrop also creates a new piece of art in tandem
widi the tangible liner notes.
Ifa record could sell on artwork
alone, "Friend And Foe" would
be platinum by now. It stands as
a perfect piece of abstract art as
it does a perfect pop gem. It was
even announced last December
that the band was nominated for
a Grammy in die category of "Best
Record Package."
Their debut album "I Am
The Fun Blame Monster!"
(FlLMguerrero, 2004) provided
the buyer with artwork equally
as entertaining as "Friend And
Foe." The CD comes housed in
a small sleeve at die back of a gigantic flip book, which features
black and white pictures of the
guitarist fingering chords, the

drummer rolling in slow motion
and die singer spinning around in
his chair. Likewise, the flip book
also reveals a glimpse ofthe band's
astounding intelligence, revealing
die inspiration behind the albums
name, an anagram for "The First
Menomena Album." The original
vinylrelease ofthe album included
an elaborately designed origami
fold out designed by the band's
own Brent Knopf."
"I Am The Fun Blame
Monster" also deserves attention

for its production style; relentlessly do-it-yourself, Menomena
created a computer program that
would catch and loop snippets of
whatever the band was playing in
studio, allowing them to teach
themselves songs they hadn't yet
written through improvisation and
repetition. On both "Monster"
and "Friend," Menomena handled
all the recording, mixing, and pro-

duction diemselves.
Menomena's music is captivating and beautiful, dynamic and
demure. Their instrumentation
is non-traditional and quirky,
but it never misses its mark. The
band shuffles instrumental duties
between its three members, and
is usually tracked by some combination of guitar, bass, drums,
organ, piano and bass saxophone.
As silly as it sounds, that sax really
takes die music to a new level. Bass
lines bleated out in faux-orchestral
grandeur sound stunning and new
every time you hear them.
Knowing they are as visu-

ally inclined as diey are aurally,
Menomena have of late been
trying to bring their off-kilter
artwork on the road with tliem.
Their last European tour featured
"Friend And Foe" illustrator Craig
Thompson airbrushing die albums
visuals onto a huge back-drop
screen behind die stage while the
band played out in front of him.
Menomena will be playing a show at die University of
Washington's HUB ballroom next
week, and dieir non sequitur pop
music will be a perfect cure for
anyone's post-midterm blues.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Upcoming Events

Health and Fitness: Acupuncture
Sara Bernert

Thursday February 21,
Women's basketball
vs. SPU
7:00 p.m.
Connolly Center
Men's basketball at

Alaska Fairbanks
7:00 p.m. AKT
Fairbanks, Alaska

Saturday February 23,

Women's basketball
vs. Northwest Nazarene
7:00 p.m.

Connolly Center
Men's basketball at
Alaska Anchorage
7:00 p.m.

Anchorage, Alaska

Men's Basketball
vs. Western Oregon
Win: 82-70, [15-7, 8-5 GNAC]

February 20, 2008

Staff Writer
If you have

a

painful injury

or medical condition, sticking
needles all over your body might
sound like the least appealing treatment method. But this procedure,
called acupuncture, may be worth
some consideration.
Acupuncture has been used for
centuries in China and other Asian
countries to treat a wide range of
psychological and mental conditions, and is growing in popularity
in the United States.
The Journal of Traditional
Acupuncture explains that acupuncture is based off of an ancient
theory in which health is directly
dependent upon the state of ones
chi, or life force. Chi flows though
a

person's body

in

pathways called

"meridians." When the flow ofchi
becomes unbalanced, physical and
mental health problems result.
Acupuncture concentrates on meridian points to restore proper chi
harmony and healing.
The procedure generally begins
with a question and answer session
with the acupuncturists, followed
by an explanation of what will be
done. The patient then relaxes by
sitting or laying down. The disposable needles, which are very small
and thin, are inserted into the skin.

The needles go only three to five
millimeters into the skin, delivering
a "twinge" feeling to the patient.
After this twinge, the feelings of
acupuncture vary from patient to
patient. Some say they feel a warm,
heavy sensation, while others report
a pleasant tingling.
The needles are gently moved
around by the acupuncturists, or
may be charged with low electricity.
After 15 to 20 minutes, the needles
are removed.
Acupuncture is used to treat
an incredibly wide range of afflictions, from physical pain to allergies, depression, insomnia and
even infertility.
Emma Jageo, sophomore humanities major, had acupuncture done to help with pain in

her knee.
"At first,

it almost felt like I
could feel the needle scraping on
my bone," said Jageo, "but maybe
that was just in my head. I'm not
sure if it really helped me feel better, but my mother swears by it. She
says it's good for the chi."
Enrique Cabrera, sophomore
psychology and finance double
major, had acupuncture performed
after feeling very thirsty and unwell
for several days.
"It didn't hurt," he said when
asked about the experience, "but
it's definitely a weird feeling."

Although Cabrera has had acuperformed twice, he is not
fully convinced that the procedure
can heal ailments.
"It may have helped me,"
Cabrera said. "The symptoms went
puncture

away, but I don'tknow if that would
have happened anyway."
The effectiveness of acupuncture remains controversial in the
scientific community. Some claim
it does nothing but encourage
your body to produce endorphins,
which make you feel happy and
energized. Others say it may help
to block pain receptors. Although
the science is still questioned,
many states have nevertheless recognized acupuncture as a legitimate
medicinal practice.
In order to practice as a licensed
acupuncturist in Washington, a
person must have extensive clinical training and enough medical
knowledge to pass an exam given
by the National Commission for
the Certification ofAcupuncturists.
When seeking treatment, it is important to make sure that the
acupuncturist is indeed licensed.
Reports of injuries are rare, but
improperly performed acupuncture can cause nerve damage, convulsions, infection or punctured
blood vessels.
There are several places near
Seattle University where one

can have acupuncture performed, and the techniques, environments and costs vary from
location to location.
The Seattle Acupuncture
Associates building and
Acupuncture &C Oriental Medicine
Center offer the procedure in a professional and clinical environment,
and are located directly across from
Seattle University on Broadway.
Other acupuncturists practice
out of dieir own homes, offering the
procedure in a much more cozy and
intimate environment. Capitol Hill
Neighborhood Acupuncture on
1Oth Avenue is one such location.

A single acupuncture

treatment

can cost anywhere from $35 to
$ 100 dollars. The price depends on
the type and severity of the condition being addressed, and varies by
location. Most acupuncturists recommend at least eight treatments,
though many have a "sliding scale"
payment method for those with
less money.
Aldiough acupuncture remains
a mysterious art, many swear by its
ability to naturally heal the body.
Those considering trying it out
should schedule an appointment
with a licensed acupuncturist to
discuss their unique needs.

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

GNAC Rank: 4th
Highlights: Senior forward Ryan
Coldren lit up the night with 21
points, powering his team to
their fourth straight win.

Women's basketball at
Montana State Billings

Win: 83-78 [14-7, 5-7 GNAC]
GNAC Rank: sth
Highlights: Juniorforward Chelsie
Morrison scored a career high 35
points in the over-time win on
the road, scoring 18 of Seattle
University's final 20 points of the
game

Swimming
at the Pacific Collegiate
Swim Conference
Championships

Men- 4th [930.5 pts],
Women-7th [510 pts]
Highlights: The men will send
six swimmers to the national

championships in Columbia,
Mo.; Bryant Bevers, Bryson Chiu,
Coley, Jakub Jiracek and
ordon Smith. The women will
send one swimmer, Francesca
Reale.

tnris

Murderball shows ability among disability
Justin Najar
StaffWriter

In 1977, five men in Winnipeg,
Canada, dared to dream of a fullcontact sport that has led to broken
bones, blood and minor scrapes for
players. This sport needed a name
change when Brad Mikkelson imported it to the U.S. in 1981 because he could not find any sponsors willing to attach their name
to the sport.
Originally called Murderball,
the sport is designed specifically
for quadriplegics. The sport, now
known as wheelchair rugby, or quad
rugby in the U.S., is a sport in the
Paralympic Games. Aspiring paralympic murderballers were the subject of die 2005 film "Murderball,"
which was nominated for an
Oscar in 2006.
Murderball is a co-ed sport
played with some rules similar
to basketball. In fact, the game is
played on a basketball court with die
hoops drawn to the ceiling.
The goal is to be in possession
of die ball while crossing the goal
line specific to the team, both of
which are marked by orange cones
at eidier end of die court. The game
is divided into four eight-minute
quarters. Each team receives four
time-outs.

According

to

quadrugby.com,

four players from each team are allowed on the court at a time. Players
are assigned point values based on
the amount of mobility they have

due to their injury. A player worth
.5 points is one with the lowest
amount ofmobility, comparable to a
C 5 quadriplegic, necessary for diem
to still be able to play. The points increase by .5, all the way up to 3.5.
Players must dribble or pass the
ball within 10 seconds, get the ball
over half court in 15 seconds after
the play begins and plays cannot last
more than 40 seconds or the ball is
turned over to die other team.
The defining visual feature of die
game is the specialized wheelchairs
which make die game possible.
"They're like dieBen-Hur chariots, diey'rereally tough chairs. It's a
full-contact sport, it's a very roughand-tumble sport," said Wimsey
Cherrington, die team manager of
the Seatde Slam, Seatde's local murderball team.
They are more maneuverable dian
everyday wheelchairs. Cherrington
compares die difference between the
handling of the two as between a
tank and a sports car.
On Feb. 28th, the Seatde Slam,
Seattle's Wheelchair Rugby team,
will face off against the Seattle
University Rugby Football Club
during halftime of the men's basketball game against Western
Washington University.
"Before the basketball game,
there's going to be a couple demonstration quarters, and dien they're
going to allow people to come in
and actually play, or get in die chairs
and try out the sport," said Shane
Lidman, the coach of the Seattle

Courtesy

Seattle Slam

Local murderball team the Seattle Slam will play SURFC during
halftime of the February 28th Men's Basketball Game.
University Rugby Team.
Fine Arts Department Chair
Carol Wolf Clay helped organize the
event. Her son, Seattle University
freshman Mackenzie Clay, who goes
by Mac, plays for the Seattle Slam.
According to WolfClay, on Jan.
26, 2007, Clay was paralyzed in a
wrestling accident at his school.
"I got picked up in a take-down
and then a couple of guys fell on
me as I was driven backwards,"
said Clay.
In the hospital, Clay became
withdrawn, but when he saw the
movie "Murderball," he began to
gain hope of leading an active life
once again, as he had before the
wrestling accident. He says he got
so excited after seeing the movie that

he would crash into signs warning
that the hallway floor was wet at the
hospital he was staying at, emulating
the players.
There are a variety of reasons
why the event is being held here.
Cherrington says one reason is to
convince Seattle University to host
the three-day Pacific Sectionals in
March of2009. These games will determine who will play at nationals.
"We are able to provide this resource to Seattle U, where people
can see how people with disabilities have abilities, and this exciting
sport, because its a really exhilarating sport," said Cherrington.

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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"Fast Fridays" highlights local bike niche, community
Nick Kirschner
Volunteer Writer
Packs of cyclists charge west
down Pike Street, barreling through
red lights in a taut line blocking cars
that attempt to advance through
green lights. It's the first Friday of
the month—it's Fast Friday.
The cyclists slowly trickle into
Cal Anderson Park around 6:30
p.m. and gather near half-court of
the basketball hoops west of the
playing fields. Every month they
meet here and then take to the
streets after organizers inform them
of where this month's round of
games will be held.
"We're going to a parking garage
in the U-District," says the man
with die clipboard and megaphone.
"The cross streets are University and
Pacific, let's move out."
Developed with the intention
of building the biking community
within the Seattle area, Fast Fridays
are a rotating monthly event where
fixed gear bike riders can compete
with each other in a slew of cycling games. It's sort oflike a miniOlympics for fixed gears, or as
Seattle University student Wilfred
Padua puts it, "it's sort of like a
dunk contest."
Originating from track racing
[track bikes], fixed gears, or "fixies",
are generally single geared bicycles
in which the sprocket is screwed directly to die hub of the back wheel.
The result equals no coasting. When
the wheels are moving, the pedals

are pedaling, even downhill.
By placing pressure against forward motion on the pedals, brakes
are not entirely necessary. A rider
can slow the bike down and brake
independently by stopping their
pedaling and shirting momentum.
And yes, they can indeed
go backwards.
The founder of Fast Fridays
is Dustin Klein, whose clothing
company and track bike team,
Cadence, does the majority of
the organizing.
"I wanted to start an event that
would stand as a platform for riders to establish relationships within
the bike community, and to just
have fun," says Klein about the
event he has been heading up collectively with other cyclists since
June of 2006.
A native ofFargo, Nordi Dakota,
and former San Francisco bike messenger, Klein felt there was a desperate need for an event influenced
by the fixed gear community when
he moved up to Seattle from San
Francisco in November of 2005.
"In SF the fixed gear scene is incredibly popular, but no other city
has something like this," comments
Klein on the importance of Fast

Fridays and community building
within the cyclist population.
People from all over the area
come to compete in or watch the
events. Duncan Lewis came down

from Vancouver, BC,

to take part
in his fourth Fast Friday. Sporting a
brace around a broken and tattooed

index finger, Lewis at one point
rigged a ramp out of deserted plywood that would launch him over
a curb and then down an angled cement wall—theoretically at least.
The stunt didn't turn out so
swell for Lewis, and his broken
finger may now need a little more
healing time, but the 40 or so
onlookers cheered in spite of the
unfortunate outcome.
"Can we judge him on heart?"
asked one of the judges.
Seattle U student and fixed gear
rider, Allender [singularly named],
attends Fast Fridays every month for
the competition and the opportunity to look at beautiful bikes.
"There's personality and aesthetic to track bikes," says Allender
in regards to the mystique of
fixed gears.
In recent years there has been a
surge in popularity and outside interest of fixed gears. Capitol Hill alone
is teaming with flashy bright colored
fixed gear bikes with tiny handlebars
and matching [or complimenting]
colored frame pads on the top bar.
The bikes are eye catching, often
drawing attention to their owners
and in part labeling the community
with a word that haunts, or in some
cases incites laughter, amongst the
scene. That word is, "hipster."
Allender brushes off such connotation in relationship to Fast
Friday participants, advocating that
die people who come to watch and
compete in the events aren't in it
just for the fashion and popularity

The Spectator

Isaac Ginsberg

A patron of "Fast Fridays" wheelies around the basketball court at Cal
Anderson park. The event is for fixed gear bike riders in Seattle.
of the scene. According to Allender,
the folks who make Fast Friday a
priority do it because they love
riding bikes.
Counterbalance Bicycle Racing
team member, and Seattle U grad
student, Nate Atkins, 31, claims
that he's not cool at all and has no
idea what die fashion behind fixed
gears even looks like.
"I dioughtthey were all 'emos'?"
Atkins jokes.
It's the simplicity of owning an
affordable bike diat doesn't require
complex and costly maintenance
that allows Atkins to mash around
town on a fixed gear.
"I didn't and still don't
know how to fix derailleurs,
and getting a shop to do that is

expensive," says Atkins.
At 20/20 Cycles on 21st Avenue
and East Union Street, mechanic
Colin Stevens explains that he rode
a fixed gear for a year and a halfuntil
finally deciding that he wanted to
"stop worrying about hills."
Stevens observes the impracticality ofsingle speed and zero coasting
track bikes in such a mountainous
city as Seattle, but as a bike enthusiast, supports

fixie riders, though

he thinks it "dumb to do anything
for the sake of fashion," inside or
outside ofthe bike community.
"Different bikes go in and out
of style," says Atkins.
Nick can be reached at
kirschner@seattleu.edu

Office Administrator /
Program Assistant
The Archdiocese of Seattle's Fulcrum Foundation seeks a full-time
Office Administrator/Program Assistant. The Fulcrum Foundation
provides financial assistance to promote and support Catholic
schools in the Archdiocese of Seattle, primarily through tuition
assistance, assistance to schools in need, and assistance for
initiatives that promote academic excellence and faith formation.
This position is the key support person for the operations and
programs of the Fulcrum Foundation, reporting directly to the
Executive Director. The position is responsible for bookkeeping,
program coordination, meeting planning and facilitation, and
basic office management. The successful candidate will
have 4 to 5 years of administrative, project and/or program
management experience; proficiency with Microsoft tools such
as Outlook, Word, Excel, and Access; excellent administrative
and organizational skills and demonstrated ability to track details
and to work effectively under pressure; excellent interpersonal
and communication skills; and the ability to work some evenings
and weekends; a bachelor's degree and bilingual competency is
preferred. Competitive salary and excellent benefits.
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For more information and an
application form, please go to
www.seattlearch.org/jobs/chanceryjobs
or call 206-382-2070.
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editorial
In the aftermath of the tragedy at Northern Illinois
University, we find ourselves for the second time in as many
years speculating as to why such senseless acts of violence
were committed. It seems that over the past decade, and more
so over the past year, classroom shootings have become the
stage for homicidal/suicidal individuals looking to leave their
footprint in history.
Yet, we remain perplexed as to why these acts are committed, not just in the classroom, but in general. The question
that so obviously lends itself to be asked, is what, ifanything,
could have been done to prevent such a ruthless and meaningless act of destruction? After the Virginia Tech massacre,
a picture began to evolve which we all hoped would shed
light on the profile and tendencies of campus attackers. A review by the commonwealth of Virginia, issued to institutions
around the nation and the world, described die shortcomings
in initial response to the shootings, as well as the profile of
the attacker, among other things. Unfortunately, 27-year-old
Stephen Kazmierczak did not fit the evolving profile and flew
under die radar prior to opening fire in a classroom outside of
Chicago, killing six, including himself, on Valentine's Day.
Though we cannot speak to the resources available at NIU,
or most other universities for that matter, it is important to
highlight the fact that Seattle University's Counseling and
Psychological Services provides students and campus members
with an essential service, one that furthers the university's
commitment to the wellbeing of its community.
Unlike other mental health clinics in the area, CAPS
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provides free individual counseling in half hour sessions
that fit within the schedules of students and can be extended throughout a student's time at Seattle University.
These opportunities are open to both undergraduate and
graduate students.
Group counseling sessions are also available, with topics
ranging from women's issues, career counseling, grief support, stress management, eating and body disorders. Graduate
students and LGBTQ students are open for anyone looking to network with others struggling with the same issues.
Counselors within CAPS have access to multiple off-campus
resources as well, including AA and NA groups. Couples
counseling is also available.
This year, CAPS has made a commitment to Seattle
University's student body to further extend its resources and
has already hired an additional psychologist. No longer relying
on waiting lists, most students will get an appointment in less
than two weeks and if needed can be put on an emergency
list for a faster appointment. There are also 24-hour crisis
hotlines open for any student who needs them.
Along with CAPS, Public Safety is a great resource for
immediate help or support in a crisis situation. Aside from
general campus safety, Public Safety carries the charge of directing students to proper resources on campus.
Those actively seeking resources will find them readily available. It is our hope that anyone who needs assistance will
take the initiative to obtain it so that tragedies, as they have
occurred in the past two years, will be avoided.
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Our generation can't afford to be indifferent
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
Indifference is the sin of our
generation. We simply do not seem
to care. This inexcusable failure of
personality appears in every aspect
of our existence. We do not speak
out against the injustices around
us, we do not engage in the material before us, we do not demand
what was promised to us. We are
sheep, content to amuse ourselves
with hollow distractions instead of
rising up against the powers that
hold us back.
We see this indifference in the
classroom, during that awkward and
shameful silence that fills the room
when no one is prepared for discussion. Did no one care enough about
the course to do the reading?
We see this indifference on
campus, when no outcry is heard
against die empty promises diat the
administration feeds us.
Upon admission, we were promised the smallest class sizes, a commitment to social justice and a focus
on academics. Now we sit in overstuffed classrooms, attempt to do
research in a crumbling library, and
watch as courses from our programs
are cut. And we even got to watch
die administration kick a bunch of
dying old people out oftheirhomes
in order to bring more students

already overstuffed dorms.
Meanwhile, instead of hearing
about academics, all we hear about
is the school's ado about shifting to
Division I sports. And yet, students
do nothing about this.
We see this indifference on the
largest of scales, when students say
there's no point in trying to make
the world a better place—we can't.
That there's no point in trying to
change our government —they
won't listen. That we can't stop
war, or famine or hate. There are
no students voicing their anger at
these atrocities.
in to

It is our generation's
dire responsibility

to change the
world for the better.
There are those who would like
for us to remain apathetic to the
world; it makes things easier for
those in power when students don't
demand what they are entitled to,
or when citizens do not insist that
their government be accountable.
As Edmund Burke said: "All that is
necessary for evil to succeed is that
good men do nothing."

But the time of this nauseating indifference is at its end: resist

upholds the values they claim to
embody. We should demand that

or serve.

our opinions on important issues
be heard and seriously considered,
instead ofbeing content with meaningless panels that occur after decisions have been made.
We should demand that our
education be the highest priority
and, though I hesitate to focus on
money, that we are getting what
we paid for. We aren't paying $30
diousand a year for a piece of paper.
We're paying $30 thousand a year
for a quality educational experience. If we wanted to spend four
years cramming ourselves into huge
classes and cheering our brains out
at football games we would have
gone to another school.
It's time to start the revolution,
and we can begin it right here, right
now. Perhaps Elie Wiesel, the great
activist and holocaust survivor,
summed it up best:
"It may well be that our means
are fairly limited and our possibilities restricted when it comes to applying pressure on our government.
But is this a reason to do nothing?
Despair is not an answer. Neither is
resignation. Resignation only leads
to indifference, which is not merely
a sin but a punishment."

It is our generation's dire responsibility to change the world for the
better. We must shove away this idle
hopelessness in favor of action. We
must become engaged in everything
around us. We are not the children of the '60s and '70s, fighting
against "the establishment." We are
the generation of the new century
who must fight against an abstract:
unconcern and inaction.
Indifference is inexcusable: you
have to care about what is happening—both on small and large
scales—or you might as well quit
the game now. Luckily for us, we
are already where we should be to
begin this battle: in school.
Now we just have to remember that college isn't about simply
showing up to class every day, it is
about becoming engaged with the
material presented to us and trying to discern some meaning from
everything around you. It is about
learning to question everything.
College is about filling yourself with
as much knowledge and passion as
possible before you go out into
the world.
As we become filled with this
passion, we should begin to look
around at our local community. We
should make sure that our school

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Chris Kissel at kisselc@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
During this rousing and intense
presidential primary campaign, I
wish to send a heartfelt note to the
students of Seattle University.
The tenth anniversary of my
graduation from SU is quickly approaching. In the nine years and
eight months since I left college
classrooms behind, everything
about me has been sorely and severely tested: my faith, my will, my
integrity—indeed, my very soul.
Few things have shaken me to
my foundations the way politics
has. I've given much of my postcollegiate life to nonprofit work
and volunteerism, combined with
political activism and consistent
participation in the life of my
Catholic parish. The fight for social
justice has always been a personal
priority, so it only follows that the
realm of politics has necessarily
filled the world I inhabit.
The view of this world has not
been pretty. Moreover, what's
happening now in the Republican
Party is bringing me to terms with
the dark corners of my own hard
heart, which has become very cynical since I left Seattle U.
Those who pay close attention to
politics on an everyday basis should
know that while the Democratic
primary has the two political rock
stars of this campaign, the biggest
story of the past week involved the
presumptive Republican nominee, John McCain. The Arizona
Senator—who should have been
basking in the glow of an assured
spot in November's general election—instead had to deal with a
series offorceful and strident criticisms (some would say betrayals)
from the lunatic fringe of his party. Ann Coulter, Rush Limbaugh,
Laura Ingraham, Sean Hannity, Dr.
James Dobson, Tom DeLay, and
many other supersized right-wing
personalities with egos far bigger
than their wisdom or accomplishments, have denounced McCain as
something much less than conservative. Some of the people in this
group have said they wouldn't vote
for McCain in November, with
Limbaugh and Coulter specifically
saying they'd rather have Hillary
Clinton in the White House.
Revelations of these comments hit
me like a thunderbolt... and over
the past few days, I've had to look
deep inside myself as a result.
Dear SU students, you have a
chance to learn today the lesson it's
taken me about a decade to absorb:
to be a truly good activist and person, whether from a faith perspective or not, you have to begin with
a heart and spirit that are filled with
love and forgiveness. Ron Rolheiser,
one of the giants of contemporary
Catholic thought and inspiration,
said last Good Friday—in a homily
at St. James Cathedral—that "as you
grow older, spiritual teachers will
tell you that there are three words
you need to remember: forgiveness,

forgiveness, forgiveness."
The shock talk coming from
the right-wing's major mouths has
had such a profound effect on me
because it has forced me to really
confront the forgiveness I need for
myself, and which I must give to
others. In order to understand this,
you need to realize that in the 2000

presidential election, I was one of
those Democrats who would never
vote for Al Gore. A supporter of
his primary opponent, Bill Bradley,
I never accepted Gore as liberal
enough, as "pure enough," for the
party, and would pull the lever for
Ralph Nader in the general election. Four years later, in 2004, I
supported Howard Dean in the
Democratic race. While I did vote
for John Kerry in the general election, there was a part of me that
secretly wanted George W Bush
to win the election. Why? So that
the Democratic Party would "get
it" and become pure again.
The point of these personal recollections is not to say that I was
wrong, though I was. It's not to
show that I was dumb, though I
might have been. It's not to explain
why I felt the way I did, though my
views were passionate, and remain
so to this day.

I pray that the good
Lord will forgive

me for hating Rush
Limbaugh,. Ann
Coulter, and Company.
No, the point of these remembrances is to show that when it
comes to ideology, party and principle, the larger ways in which I
view

politics

are

uncomfortably

similar to people named Limbaugh,
Coulter, Hannity, Dobson, DeLay,
and many other people whom I
have (matter of factly) hated inside my heart over the past several
years. All those people in the Deep
South whom I've looked down
on for their extremist reactionary
views are, in the end, the same as I
am when it comes to viewing the
"purity" of my own political party
and its mission. Sure, our views of
how we bring about a better world
and a better America remain exactly
180 degrees apart, but the patterns
of our political thought processes
have been revealed to be exactly
alike. The person I was in the year
2000 is the person Ann Coulter is
today, in 2008. And while I know
that I won't vote for McCain over
Hillary, I must confess, even now,
that my stomach turns when I contemplate the prospect.
So I say to you, as SU students,
that while politics creates raging
passions and deep, primal emotions, remember this in the upcoming general election campaign
and for the rest ofyour lives: If you
really want to defeat what you hate,
you can't become what you hate.
You must meet intolerance with
forgiveness; violence with peacefulness; hypocrisy with integrity;
discrimination with unconditional
love; oppression with compassion;
fanaticism with mellowness; lawlessness with discipline.
For my entire life, I've always
sincerely believed in the truth
and power of Jesus's words: "Love
your enemies" and "Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they
do." But only now, at age 32 and
nearly 10 years removed from SU,

have I finally begun to understand
what it really means to put those
words in practice. This Lent, and
for the rest of my days on earth-so help me God—l pray that the
good Lord will forgive me for hating Rush Limbaugh, Ann Coulter,
and Company. If I were to meet
one of those people on the street,
the first words out of my mouth
would be, "Please forgive me."
Instinctually, that feels extraordinarily unsettling and seems almost impossible to do.
Spiritually, though, it's the only
choice I have as a political activist if
I'm really serious about making this
a better and more humane world.
Matt Zemek
Sports Editor of The
Spectator from 1996-'9B
mzemek@hotmail.com
-

Dear Editor,
In your latest piece on SU's
ongoing theme party controversy
["Theme parties offend students,
spark debate", Feb. 13], an OMA
director posed a question that I feel
needs answering.
Citing her disappointment at
the low turnout for the most recent "Courageous Conversation,"
Czarina Ramsey is quoted as asking, "Where are all the people?"
The answer, I'm afraid, is quite obvious: all the people were elsewhere,
focusing their efforts on issues of
actual importance.
Though it may come as a surprise to some, there are folks on this
campus who have better things to
do than criticisTthe social lives of

their peers. And by the low turnout
at OMA's forum (24 people, 11 of
whomI'd guess were the busybodies
behind the initial C—t Hunt complaint letter published two weeks
ago), it appears the majority ofstudents here share my sentiments.
I don't know whether the
Outraged 11 were upset about
not being asked to join in the
hunt, or just bored. But it's clear
that by making noise over a lighthearted private gathering, these
individuals feel they have the
moral authority to meddle in the
affairs ofanyone whose beliefs may
contradict their politically correct

single-mindedness.
And this campus seems unwilling to let it slide. First, OMA kills
the party vibe with a forum asking
whether theme parties are "prejudice." Then, "other sources" come
forth to claim that not only were
the C —tHunters perpetuating all
sorts of sexually oppressive stereotypes, they were also making fun of
Native Americans. What heathens
these party animals must be! It's
as if they actually chose to forget
about the world's problems and
have a good time for a few hours.
Shocking, I know.
Quoted in the piece, student
Gretchenrae Callanta says that "it
hasn't hit [the party's hosts] that
they're offending their peers." The
more likely scenario is that these
folks just don't care. And why
should they?
The real question should
be, when will Callanta and the
Outraged 11 learn that sometimes

people who
have different values than our own
(and that to shame then in the public square is little more than a waste
of breath)? More importantly, when
will these guardians of virtue realize
what fools the SU student population must look like to an outsider
who picks up The Spectator and
sees that our biggest above-the-fold
story is this trivial nonsense?
As a member of Seattle
University's often-silent majority—
those students who haven't bought
into the idealistic naivety that some
of our peers pride themselves on —I
happily sign my name to this letter and show support for those
C—t Hunters facing unwarranted
criticism. I would also like to note
that the meddling actions of the
Outraged 11 are not indicative of
the entire SU student population;
indeed, there are a good number of
us appalled at how these students
have twisted the Jesuit mission of
social justice to align with their
personal values.
Finally, I applaud the sophomore communications student
who is remaining firm with their
plans to continue the C—t
tradition (although the fact that
they have to do so anonymously
speaks volumes about the bullying
tactics of our politically correct
peers). At least someone is willing
to stand up to the self-appointed
morality police.
Sincerely,
Rob La Gatta
in life, we encounter

Selling bottled water as
ridiculous as selling air
Nick McCarvel

Volunteer Writer
Three years ago, when I was
a freshman, I walked by a table
in the Pigott Atrium selling fresh,
bottled air.
"Wait," I said. "You're selling
air?"
"Yeah," the guy responded.
"It's clean mountain air that you
can inhale by removing this cap
here." He removed the cap, took
a hearty whiff of the supposed
mountain air that was seeping
out of the bottle, and let out a
satisfied sigh.
I walked away from Pigott that
day more confused than anything
else. 'Why are they selling botded
air?' I thought to myself. 'This just
doesn't make sense! . As I began
to think more about it, I realized
that the man at the table wasn't
selling bortled air at all, but rather
trying to make a point about our
consumer culture: this is getting
ridiculous.
And to be frank, I have to agree.
This is getting ridiculous. From
single-use grocery bags, take-out
lunch bags, plastic bottled water
to gum wrapped in so much paper, plastic and Styrofoam that we
have hand cramps by the time it's
in our mouths.

This has got to stop.
That's why, this week, the
"Ban the Bottle" campaign is in
full swing, sponsored by yours
truly, alongside fellow senior and
Ignatian Leader, Gretchenrae
Callanta. At the beginning of the
year, Gretchen and I had several
discussions on things we wanted
to see changed on campus and
how we wanted to leave our mark
on this university that has given
us so much. While many of our
peers were talking about doing
something truly "unforgettable,"
we went with something a little
more tangible: a petition to ban
the sale of single-use plastic bottled water on campus.

Bottled water is

regulated once a
month

[...]

and

can cost over $6
dollars per gallon.
Why would we take such a
drastic measure? What's so bad
about a convenient, ready-todrink plastic container full of

clean drinking water? It certainly
sounds innocent enough.
And that's just the thing, is
that water is innocent. Water is
so innocent, in fact, that we have
gallons upon gallons it available to
us flowing out of the tap —which
is tested daily—at a few cents per
gallon. Whereas bottled water is
regulated once a month—at the
most—and can cost over $6 dollars per gallon.
You do the math.
But if you aren't a mathematician, perhaps the millions of
gallons being pumped into the
making of these seemingly useless plastic bottles will swing your
opinion. Or diefact a good majority of the over 350 botdes ofwater
sold through Bon Appetit on campus each week end up in landfills,
where they will take thousands of
years to decompose.
IfI were to set up a table selling bottled air in Pigott this week,
do you think you might stop to
buy some? Or just walk by, shaking your head and thinking to
yourself how ridiculous I am?
Perhaps bottling another natural
resource is a litde crazier than we
all thought, too.
Nick can be reached at
mccarvel@seattleu.edu
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Alcohol
February 15, 2:50 a.m.

Muralists

paint

on innovative canvases

Residence Life requested Public
Safety assistance with several uncooperative students in a room
contacted regarding alcohol

consumption. Two non-affiliates
were trespass warned. Numerous bottles of hard liquor, wine
and beer were found along with
marijuana.

Safety Assistance
and Alcohol
February 15,3:05 a.m.
Residence Life and Public Safety
worked with the Seattle Fire Department and the Seattle Police
Department regarding an intoxicated student who was also
depressed. The student was
transported to a local hospital
for follow up care.

Want to learn more about
these wall murals? Check
out page 10 in this issue's
Entertainment section.
Noc on Wood Studios, 300 Fairview Ave

Alcohol
February 16,1:40 a.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Fire Department checked on a
woman student vomiting due to
excessive intoxication. The Seattle Fire Department found the
woman to be medically fine.
Theft and Safety
Assistance
February 16,1:40 am.

A student reported someone took
her walletand room key while she
was attending a dance. Public
Safety had her lock re-keyed.
Assistance to an
Official Agency
February 16,12:00 p.m.
Public Safety heard a police call
of a malepossibly exposing himself somewhere east ofcampus.
Public Safety later spotted a
male matching the description
and contacted the Seattle Police
Department. The male toldpolice
he may have "adjusted himself"
while walking on the sidewalk.
The Seattle Police Department
could not locate the victim to
identify the person.

Piece of Mind, 315 N. 36th St., Fremont

Blue Star Cafe and Pub, 4512 Stone Way N, GreenLake

Specdoku
difficulty level: medium

Simple Assault
February 17, 4:00 a.m.

A student reported to Public
Safety and the Seattle Police
Department he was suddenly
punched while walking on Broadway, near East Pine. The student
ran offfrom three male suspects
and realized later he lost his cell
phone, iPod and a key in the incident.

February 18,8:30 am
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Public Safety discovered the letters CAB written on the north
door. A clean up work order was
sent to Facilities.

Spectator are now being accepted, and are due
Monday Feb. 25. Send inquiries, cover letter, and
resume to Nicholas Lollini: lollinin@seattleu.edu
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